Session 4: Task 8 Sequence Learning Responsibilities by Responsibility Area

After you have completed your work on Task 7, please submit a response to Task 8. Based on the responses from the TAWG leadership team, this task should require less than 30 minutes to complete, on average.

TASK INSTRUCTIONS

In the survey linked below the process used in Task 7 will be applied to the next level up the taxonomy by sequencing Responsibilities within the Responsibility Areas.

You will be presented with a list of Responsibilities on the left side of the screen that have been previously mapped to a Responsibility Area. Please review the list of Responsibilities, then drag-and-drop them into the box on the right in the order they should be learned to develop mastery of the Responsibility Area. You may also re-order the list in the right-hand box at any time by dragging and dropping the items into a new order.

Once all Responsibilities are listed in the right-hand box, review the list one more time and make any sequence corrections prior to clicking the "NEXT" button to move to the next Responsibility Area. There are 14 Responsibility Areas to be sequenced.